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Community
Through

Dance

Building connections through spontaneous group dance
events, team building, and environmental care.

About MDP

What We Do

Mobile Dance Party is a social entertainment phenomenon that
provides the environment for diverse groups of people to engage
in spontaneous dance.

We love local events, so when we’re not busy working, we’re
busy dancing our way around as many First Friday Art Walks
as possible. Or we’re busting some stylish dance flare as we
groove door to door on Halloween with our annual “Ding Dong
Dance” celebration. We don’t want your candy, just your dance
moves. You might also find us on the 4th of July, roaming around
the parks and downtown with our speaker, wagon and group of
freshly dressed friends cleaning up whatever garbage we can
find in-between our funky footwork.

MDP formed organically when two friends danced their way through
a music festival campground with a big Bluetooth speaker on wheels
and suddenly found they had attracted a mobile party that moved
with them. As the crowd grew, it attracted dozens of people from all
directions. The spontaneous party lasted for hours and those who
joined reported feelings of belonging and gratitude towards the
other participants. Since, Bend Oregon has been introduced to MDP
during public events with responses mirroring or even shadowing
those from the initial music festival party.
As a business, MDP operates as an unincorporated association. Any
activities or efforts are facilitated by a small number of volunteers.
Ongoing fundraising efforts and for hire services are in place to
raise venture capital. Once necessary funds are secured, MDP will
seek proper legal and business consultation and begin pursuing
non-profit status as a community service organization.

We dream big! We see a future where MDP can provide FREE
public events. Events such as dance lessons in the park, public
concerts, up-cycling education events, and much more. We
have a vision of becoming “sustainers”, people who choose
to step away from being “consumers” and take a step towards
repairing, up-cycling, reusing, and recycling.

MDP seeks to unite uncommon
individuals and groups because
we believe that diverse and well
connected communities are essential
for a happy and healthy society.

Services
Private Events
MDP enhances festivals, birthdays, parties,
corporate events, family reunions, etc. We
surprise attendees with a group of dancers,
a sound system on wheels, and much more.

Team Building
The spontaneous and celebratory nature
of MDP forms lasting bonds between
group members. Benefits include improved
communication and productivity.

Promotional Events
Grand openings, open houses,
conferences
and
more.
MDP
invigorates attendees and brings an
atmosphere of celebration.

Contact us at mobiledancesquad@gmail.com for rates

Why MDP
MDP succeeds in getting diverse groups of people
together to collectively enjoy spontaneous celebration.
Dancing with strangers builds confidence and forms
lasting bonds in your community.

Stay in Touch

As an activity, dancing promotes physical, mental, and
emotional well-being.

541.668.7527

Any profits that MDP makes goes right back into the
community through free public programs and events.

@mobiledanceparty

Supporting MDP is an investment in future community
enrichment.

mobiledanceparty.net
mobiledancesquad@gmail.com

MDP oraganizes and participates in urban and
wilderness clean-up events.
Half of all money raised through fundraising efforts is
donated to local community organizations.
We are committed to transparent and honest business
practices that stimulate community strength.

